
Game ProjectorPlay Big IN1

This is it - The InFocus Play Big IN1 - a home entertainment projector 
with integrated high-output stereo speakers for gaming and video 
projection!  Acoustically engineered to mimic the compact 
performance of high end car audio systems, and featuring DLP® 
chipset technology the IN1 supports full screen and widescreen video 
with rich contrast and beautiful colors. Every gaming system you own, 
movie and TV show can now be projected to huge proportions in 
amazing clarity with wall-shaking sound. Think of the IN1 like a hi-fi 
sandwich of home theater components you can take to another room, 
outside, to a neighbor’s house or on a road trip. You can’t pack a 
plasma TV in your car, but the IN1 will give you an impressive 
100”+ image anywhere.

All you need is “1”

How about a life-sized bowling alley, tennis court or 8-v-8 battle arena? 
Just plug your Wii or Xbox into the IN1 and blow up the gaming 
experience to well over 8 feet, accompanied by the thumping audio you 
need to immerse yourself in the action. All this performance lives in an 
awesome projector and dock combination with nothing else to plug-in, 
swap around or fuss with to stop you from world domination. 
Featuring component video input, your games will be crystal-clear, 
easier to navigate and track down your on-screen enemies.

Live the Game
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 * All specifications subject to change

 ** Actual lamp life may vary based on the ambient environment. Conditions that may affect lamp life include   
          temperature, altitude, and rapidly switching the projector on and off.
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Projection Technology  DLP® by Texas Instruments    

Resolution  Native 640 x 480 (VGA)    

Video Compatibility  SDTV (480i/p), EDTV (576i/p) and HDTV (720p, 1080i/p), NTSC, PAL, SECAM.    

Video Input   Component RGB (RCA), S-Video, Composite (RCA). 
  (Stereo speakers do not output audio which is connected to projector unit L/R inputs)    

Audio Input/Output  L/R stereo IN (RCA). 2-speaker stereo, 7W per channel, with built-in amplifier. Head   
  phone OUT (3.5mm mini-jack).    

Brightness  500 Max ANSI lumens    

Contrast Ratio  1500:1    

Image Size/Projection Distance 
  Minimum 40” diagonal @ 60” (1.5m) distance 
  Maximum 210”@ 315” (8.0m) distance

User controls  Source select, adjustable brightness and volume, lens focus, and elevator foot.    

Dimensions (H x W x D) 
   Projector-only  4.69” x 12.6” x 9.5” (119mm x 320mm x 241mm) 
   Projector w/audio module 8.50” x 13.35” x 10.39” (216mm x 339mm x 264mm) 

Weight 
   Projector-only  5.7 lbs (2.6 Kg) 
   Projector w/audio module 9.9 lbs (4.5 Kg) 

Lamp  1000 hour life, 132W Philips UHP lamp, user replaceable.    

Power Supply  100V – 240V at 50/60 Hz    

Operating Temperature 50°F - 104°F (10°C – 40°C) at sea level. 
  Up to 95°F (35°C) at 10,000 ft (3048m) elevation.

Conformances  UL/cUL, FCC Class B, ICES-003 Class B, EN 55022 Class B, CE, IEC and EN 60950-1, CCC, C-Tick, GOST,  
  EK and MIC, NOM, IRAM, RoHS, TUV GS, WEE    

Warranty  90 days parts and labor on projector and audio module. 
  90 days on lamp.

Accessories  Replacement lamp (SP-LAMP-30) 
  Backpack  (CA-BACKPACK-IN1) 
  Wii® Component Cable (SP-WII-COMPONENT)
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